This class teaches the fundamentals of Software Engineering by showing how to work with an existing large software project rather than how to build software from the ground up. To illustrate those concepts, we will be most likely contributing to iTrust, an open-source role-based healthcare web application. We will use Eclipse, a popular IDE, as a tool for working with code.
## Current Announcements

We will use Piazza, not Wiki blog posts, for course communication. See [Communicating with the Staff](#).

Students need to work in pairs for MP1. You can choose your partner until Thursday, Sept 4th. See [CS427 Student Pairs](#).
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# Class Schedule

- **Lecture:**
  - Tuesdays & Thursdays
  - 12:30pm-1:45pm
  - Siebel Center 1404

# Important Dates

- **Tue, Aug 26**
  - First day of class

- **Nov 22-Dec 1**
  - Fall Break

- **Tue, Dec 16**
  - Final exam (7pm-10pm) See details here
  - Room: SC1404 + EV RT 151
Professors:  
Grigore Rosu  
grosu@illinois.edu  
Office hours by appointment via email  

Tao Xie  
taoxie@illinois.edu  
Office hours by appointment via email  

TA: Boyang Peng  
bpeng@illinois.edu  
Office hours: TBD  
For I2CS students  
TBD or by appointment  

TA: Shiyauer Lin  
slin52@illinois.edu  
Office hours: 12/15 12:30PM - 1:30PM SC0207 or by appointment  

If you need the regrading, please send an email to me and come to this office hour.  

TA: David (Wei) Yang  
weiyang3@illinois.edu  
SC 4303 (#5)  
Office hours: Wednesday 2:30PM - 3:30PM or by appointment  

TA: Jingning Zhang  
jzhng117@illinois.edu  
SC 0207 (#4)  
Office hours: Friday 3:30PM - 4:30PM or by appointment